Measure B – Solana Beach Senior Care – Vote YES!
SOLANA BEACH SENIOR CARE: STAFFING AND TRAFFIC
Compared with other potential uses of the same size, an assisted-living facility generates far fewer daily trips. Why? Most of the residents don’t drive. Fewer than 5 percent of
residents in assisted-living continue to drive, and those trips are infrequent, according to a recent study.
At the Genevieve Street facility, most of the daily trips would be made by the staff.
The tables below outline the staffing numbers and schedules based upon information provided by Frontier Management, the operator of the community. The tables show staff
totals and traffic patterns for a similarly-sized facility. The traffic analysis also shows trip estimates for visitors, deliveries and other traffic. Based on these data, the Solana Beach
facility is estimated to generate 140 to150 daily trips.
This estimate is smaller than that which appeared in a city-commissioned environmental study,* which employed standard traffic engineering methods to estimate average
daily trips and peak hour trips. The study estimates 266 daily trips with 18 during the peak morning hour and 32 during the peak evening hour. In other words, for evening peakhour traffic, the facility would generate about one vehicle every two minutes. For much of the day, the facility would generate very little traffic.
Even with the larger estimate, of 266, primary routes to the facility are built to accommodate seven times as many trips.
By comparison, nearby Highland Avenue between San Andres and Solana Drive supports nearly 1,500 average daily trips, according to
the traffic study.
Based upon operational schedules, during peak morning and evening commutes, employees would be traveling in the reverse
direction of most neighborhood traffic. Shift changes would not coincide with rush hours.
As for parking, the number of planned spaces exceeds zoning requirements. Operational plans show the facility would need fewer than
the 62 planned spaces.

* Solana Beach Senior Care Draft Environmental Impact Report. Daily trips are extrapolated from the Institute of Transportation Engineers Trip Generation Manual, 9 th
Edition, for the assisted-living land-use category. Trip Generation data is based on a survey of 14 facilities across the country containing an average of 122 beds.

